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No projective plane of order 10 has a collimation group of order 9 which 
fives a IZarc, a set of twelve points no three collinear, as a set. This fact, proved 
in Part I, is used to prove in Part II that the full collimation group of any pro- 
jective plane of order 10 has order 1, 3, or 5. 
I. INTRODUC-IION 
The purpose of this paper and its sequel is to prove that if a finite projective 
plane of order 10 exists, its collineation group has order 1, 3, or 5. 
As Hughes [13] pointed out, it is easy to check that the results of [13] and 
Hughes [12] imply that 3, 5, and 11 are the only possible prime divisors of a 
collineation group of a plane of order 10. In [16], we have shown that, in 
fact, 11 cannot be a divisor. (The method developed there applies more 
generally to collineations of prime order n + 1 in planes of even order n.) 
Whether or not planes of order 10 do exist is a question of considerable 
interest, as 10 is the smallest integer which is neither a prime power nor an 
order ruled out by the Bruck-Ryser Theorem [6]. Two general references on 
planes are Dembowski [9] and Hughes and Piper [14]. 
In Part I, we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. No projective plane of order 10 has a collineation group of 
order 9 which$xes a 12-arc as a set. 
This result was contained in the author’s Ph. D. thesis [17]; the valuable 
advice of Professor R. H. Bruck is gratefully acknowledged. 
In Part II, we use the result of Part I that groups of order 9 cannot fix 
1Zarcs to show that no plane of order 10 can have a collineation group of 
order 9. Upon noting that groups of order 15 and 25 cannot occur, we con- 
clude that the full collineation group of any plane of order 10 has order 1, 3, 
or 5. 
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2. POSSIBILITIES FOR GROUPS OF ORDER 9 FIXING A 1241~~ 
A k-arc of a plane is a set of k points, no three collinear. The number of 
B-arcs in any plane can be counted easily. Denniston [lo] showed that all 
6-arcs in a plane of order 10 are embeddable in ‘I-arcs. Furthermore, Bruck 
[5] has found that S-arcs exist in any plane of order 10. It is not known 
whether 1Zarcs must also exist in a plane of order 10. These 1Zarcs precisely 
correspond to the vectors of weight 12 in the vector space over GF(2) spanned 
by the rows of the 111 x 111 incidence matrix. (This vector space has been 
studied by Assmus [l], Assmus and Mattson [2], Assmus, Mattson, and Guza 
[3], Garter [8], Guza [ll], and MaeWilliams, Sloane and Thompson [15]. 
Bruen and Fisher [7] show that the main results of [lo] and [15] are equi- 
valent.) Bruck [4] suggested that the investigation of ‘1Zarcs in planes of 
order 10 might be fruitful for the following reason. If a 1Zarc LX exists, every 
line containing a point of GZ must be a secant to CY, a line containing two of its 
points. Hence, every point not in ai! may be represented as the common 
intersection point of some six secants to CX Consequently, if two collineations 
have the same action on a 1Zarc which each one fixes as a set, then the two 
are identical. 
Remark 2.1. As Hughes [13] pointed out, it is easy to show, using the 
results of Hughes [12], that a collineation of order 3 in a plane of order 10 
has just two possible structures for its fixed points and lines: 
(i) three non-collinear points, together with the three lines they 
determine, or 
(ii) eight collinear points plus a point off the line through the eight, 
together with the lines determined by these nine points. 
Remark 2.2. It follows from Remark 2.1 that if # is a collineation of 
order 3 of a plane of order 10, and if C# fixes a 1Zarc as a set, then 4 fixes 
either no points or three points of the 1Zarc. 
From now ‘on, we assume that n is a projective plane of order 10 with a 
collineation group r of order 9 which fixes a 12~arc Ipd = (O,..., 8, a, b, c} 
as a set, and we identify each element of r with its permutation of the elements 
of GE We now list the possibilities for IY 
THEOREM 2.3. r is isomorphic to one of the following groups; 
(i) r, = ((012345678) (a) (b) (c)); 
(ii) J”, = <(012345678) (abc)); 
(iii) I’, = <(012) (354) (678) (a) (b) (c), (abc) (012) (345) ,(6) (7) (8)); 
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(iv> r4 = ((012) (345) (678) (4 @> (4, (036) (147) (258) (4 (8 (4); 
(v) r, = ((abc) (012) (345) (678), (036) (147) (258) (a) (b) (c)}. 
Proof. If r is cyclic, then either r PJ r, or r N r, . 
Suppose T is elementary abelian and contains no elements with cycle 
structure 3”. Then by Remark 2.2, all non-identity elements of r have cycle 
structure 3V3. Conjugation of a non-identity element 4 by an element not a 
power of 4 either fixes or cyclically permutes the three 3-cycles of 4. In 
the former case, r N r, , and in the latter case, r N r4 . 
Now suppose T’ is elementary abelian and has an element y with cycle 
structure 34. Then conjugation of y by an element not a power of y permutes 
the cycles of y and fixes just one cycle; otherwise, r would contain non- 
identity elements fixing more than three points of 02, contradicting Remark 
2.2. Hence, r N r, . 
From now on, we assume that the points of W have been labelled so that r 
is equal to one of the five groups of Theorem 2.3. 
3. SPREADS 
We repeat here two definitions of Whitesides [16], worded in terms of our 
present situation. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A spread is a set of six secants to a 12-arc, no two inter- 
secting at a point of the 12-arc. 
The above definition is essentially that of Bruck [4] and is not the notion of 
spread which appears in higher dimensional geometries. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A set 9’ of spreads is consistent if any two distinct images 
of elements of 9’ under the natural action of r have at most one line in 
common. A spread s is consistent if {s} is consistent. 
Remark 3.3. The six secants to 12-arc @ which pass through a point p 
not in aC form a spread which we say is determined by point p. Such a spread 
must be consistent. Furthermore, the spreads determined by the points of any 
subset of Tl\C!?form a consistent spread set which we say is determined by the 
subset. There are many more spreads than could be determined by points, 
however. 
We often identify the points of l7\GZ with the spreads they determine. For 
example, we refer to the “spreads” on a line, meaning the spreads determined 
by the points of the line. We denote the line determined by two points v and 
w of n by VW, and we denote the point of intersection of two lines Land L’ 
by L n L’. 
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We produce a contradiction to our assumption that there is a plane 17 of 
order 10 with a collineation group r of order 9 fixing a 1Zarc 02 by ruling 
out each of the possibilities for r listed in Theorem 2.3. Our method for 
each case is to derive one of the following contradictions: 
(i) There is no consistent spread set, necessarily closed under the action 
of r, which could be determined by the points of n\GZ! on the secants ab, bc, 
and ac; 
(ii) There is no 9 x 9 matrix M = [mij] whose entries could be defined 
by 
mij = k o c(ai n bj) = ck, where i,j,kEad,O<i,j,k<E. (1) 
The proof in Part II that the full collineation group of any plane of order 10 
has order 1,3, or 5 only requires that cases (i), (iii), and (iv) of Theorem 2.3 be 
ruled out. However, we consider all cases here, as the techniques developed 
can be extended to the study of planes of higher order 12 containing n + 2- 
arcs. 
Remark 3.4. Suppose we identify the points of fl\csI with the spreads 
they determine and identify the lines of 17 with the sets of spreads determined 
by their points. Let g be an element of the symmetric group Zlz . If we use g 
to relabel the points of r?!, we induce a relabelling of the secants of GY in all 
spreads belonging to 17. Relative to this relabelling, 17 has a group of colli- 
neations Fg fixing 02 as a set. Thus if g E N(F), the normalizer of F in Clz, 
the assumption that the spreads in some set Y are points of 17 is equivalent 
to the assumption that spreads in the set Yg , the image of Y under the 
natural action of g, are points of 17. 
LEMMA 3.5. If A is a collineation of order 3 fixing 1Zarc ol, and if L is a 
line which intersects 6J either in two jixed points of h or in two points of the 
same X-orbit, then L contains no spreads which arefixed by A. 
Proof. Suppose L contains a spread s which is fixed by A. 
If L intersects Gl? in two fixed points, there is a third fixed point p in I% by 
Remark 2.2. Certainlyp does not lie on L. Line sp must contain a second point 
pr of a, and p’ cannot be fixed. Since line sp is fixed, p’h E sp. Thus p, p’, and 
p’A E sp. This is a contradiction, since p, p’, and p’X are distinct points of CPI. 
If, on the other hand, L intersects Q!! in two distinct points q and qA of the 
same X-orbit, then L r\ LA = qA = s, a contradiction. 
Remark 3.6. If a spread s determined by a point of 17 contains distinct 
lines L and L’, and if r contains an element y such that Ly and L’y E s, 
then sy = s. 
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DEFINITION 3.7. Let the points of 1Zarc Q! be partitioned into four 
3-element subsets, or triangles. Then spreads s and t belong to the same 
equivalence class of iypes relative to this partition if there is a permutation 
CJ of the triangles such that for any triangles d and A’ of the partition, s 
v \ I 
x: /’ ‘\ --- 
t f --- ‘\ I’ 
x i 
TYPO 1 Type II 
Type Ill 
Type Ila 
Type IV 
Type v Type VI Type VII 
FIG. 1. Spread types. (In the Figures, solid fines represent spread elements and dashed 
lines represent triangle sides which are not spread elements.) 
contains a line joining a point of A to a point of A’ if and only if t contains a 
line joining a point of A0 to a point of d’a. 
The following Lemma is very useful, as it enables us to do some counting 
which involves the numbers of spreads of various types relative to partitions 
of UL which arise from orbits under the action of r. 
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LEMMA 3.8. Relative to a particular partition of 1Zarc CX into triangles, 
any spread belongs to one of the equivalence classes of types listed in Fig. 1. 
DEFINITION 3.9. If a line L contains a point of triangle d and a point of 
triangle d’, then Ljoins A to d’. 
DEFINITION 3.10. For any spread s of type I, II, or IIa, there is exactly 
one pair of triangles (d, d’) which are joined by at least two lines of the 
spread. Spread s is associated with pair (d, d’), denoted s N (d, d’). 
4. r, = ((012345678)(a)(b)(c)) 
We now assume that r = r, and reach a contradiction by showing that 
there is no spread set which could be determined by the points outside 02 on 
ab, bc, and ac. 
Remark 4.1. Suppose a spread s on one of the fixed lines ab, bc, or ac 
contains two distinct lines ii’ andjj’, where 0 ,< i, i’, j, j’ < 8. It follows from 
Lemma 3.5 that s is not fixed by any non-identity element of .lY As a conse- 
quence of Remark 3.6, there is no k, 1 < k < 3, such that i + k = i’ mod 9 
andj+k=j’mod9. 
Remark 4.2. It is easy to check that, as a consequence of Remark 4.1, 
each of the spreads ab n co, ac n bo, and bc n ao has one of the following 
sets as a subset: 
(12, 57, 36, 48}, (23, 68, 47, 153, (45, 81, 36, 72}, 
(78, 24, 36, 15}, (67, 13, 25, 48}, (12, 47, 58, 37}, 
(78, 35, 14, 26}, (34, 57, 82, 61), (56, 24, 71, 83). 
Remark 4.3. Suppose s and t are distinct spreads such that 
i(i + k) and (i i- l)(i + m) E s, and 
jCj + k) and (j + W + 4 E t, 0 < i, j, k, I, m < 8, addition mod 9. 
Then no consistent spread set contains both s and t, since there is an element 
of T which simultaneously sends i(i + k) to j(j + k) and (i -t- Z)(i + m) to 
0’ + w + 4. 
We may now rule out I’ = I’, by using Remark 4.3 to observe that no 
three of the nine sets of Remark 4.2 can belong to spreads of the same consis- 
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tent spread set. For example, each of the first five sets contains a pair of 
lines of the form 
i(i + l), (i + 4)(i + 6). 
Hence no two of the first five sets can be subsets of spreads in the same 
consistent spread set. 
5. r, = ((012345678)(abc)) 
We suppose that I’ = r, and reach a contradiction by showing that there 
can be no matrix M = [mij] with entries defined by (1). 
Entry mij has the property that lines ai, bj, and cmij are concurrent. Entry 
mii = i, and M is a Latin square. The entries are interrelated: if ai, bj, and 
ck are concurrent, then so are their images under the action of any element 
of I’. Hence 
mij = k Q mk+l,i+l = j + 1, 0 < i, j, k < 8, addition mod 9. (2) 
As a consequence of (2), m,, # 0, 1, 2, 5, or 8. 
A simple computation of moderate length shows that m,, # 3 or 4. Thus 
no spread determined by a point of ITcontains either (a0, bl, c3) or (~0, bl, ~4) 
as a subset. Since (01) (28) (37) (46) (ab) E N(P), it follows from Remark 
3.4 that no spread determined by a point of 17 contains either {&I, bl, c6) or 
(&I, bl, c7) as a subset. Hence rnol # 6 or 7, and M cannot exist. 
6. r3 = ((012)(354)(678>(a)(b)(c), (abc)(O12)(345)(6)(7)(8)) 
In this section, we assume that r = r, and show that none of the possi- 
bilities for a consistent spread set determined by the points on ab, bc, and ac 
can be extended to a consistent set of spreads for 17. 
Let 1Zarc G? be partitioned into triangles d, = (0, 1, 2}, d, = (3, 4, 5}, 
4 = (6, 7, 81, and d, = {a, b, c}. Throughout this section, “triangle” 
means one of these four sets. 
Remark 6.1. r, has the following properties: 
(i) Spreads in the same r,-orbit have the same type, since the elements 
of r, fix the triangles as sets; 
(ii) If h is a permutation of the points of one of the triangles and has 
cycle structure 3l, and if k is a permutation of the points of a second triangle 
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and also has cycle structure 3l, then r, has a unique element containing 
cycles h and k; 
(iii) The elements of .F, which Sx the points of any particular triangle 
form a subgroup of order 3. 
LEMMA 6.2. No points of 17 determine spreads of types II, IIa, or VI. 
Proof. It follows from (ii) of Remark 6.1 that no spread of type II, IIa, 
or VI is consistent. 
LEMMA 6.3. Any line which is a side of a triangle contains three type IV 
spreads and six type I spreack;. 
Proof. Let L be the side of a triangle, and consider the points at which L 
meets the nine lines which are sides of the other triangles. These points 
determine spreads which contain at least two lines which are sides of triangles 
and which therefore have type II, IIa, III, or IV. By Lemma 6.2, spreads of 
types II and IIa do not occur in D. 
Let LII1 and LIy be the number of spreads of type III and IV, respectively, 
on L. It follows from Lemma 3.5 and (iii) of Remark 6.1 that there is an 
element of F which fixes L and moves its spreads in orbits of length 3. Hence 
(i) of Remark 6.1 implies that 
3 I &II and 3 ILI”. (3) 
Consider pairs (s, L’), where s is a spread on L, L’ is a side of a triangle, 
and L’ E s. Counting in two ways, we find that 
2LI,, + 3L,, = 9. (4) 
By (3) and (4), LIy = 3 and LIII = 0. The remaining six spreads on L 
contain no other sides of triangles and so must be type I spreads. 
LEMMA 6.4. In addition to the 12points of 0, 17 contains 72 type Ispreads, 
9 type IV spreader, and 18 type V spreads. 
Proof. Let the number of spreads in 17 of type I, IV, and V be denoted 
by nI, nIy , and nv , respectively. 
Consider unordered triples (s, L, L’), where L and L’ are distinct lines 
which join the same pair of triangles and belong to spread s of II. Counting 
in two ways, we find that 
(g) * (9 .4)/2 = nI +’ 2nv . (5) 
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By Lemma 6.3, the twelve lines which are sides of triangles each contain 
six type I spreads. Since each type I spread of 17 lies on exactly one triangle 
side, n1 = 72. From (5), n, = 18. 
By counting in two ways the number of pairs (s, L), where s is a type IV 
spread of IT, L is a side of a triangle, and L E s, we find, by Lemma 6.3, that 
nIv = 9. 
Remark 6.5. N(T) contains (036) (245) (157). This element fixes the 
points of A, while cyclically permuting A,, A,, and d, . By Remark 3.4, 
we may assume that the nine type IV spreads of 1T have the form shown 
in Fig. 2. 
/ \ 
L-A I 
Ao /-- A6 
I 
FIG. 2. Type~spreadsof~forr=r,. 
LEMMA 6.6. If the type IV spreads of I7 are as in Fig. 2, then the type V 
spreads of 17 are the only spreaa3 of 17 containing a pair of lines joining A, to 
A,, . The type V sprea& of ll have only the forms given in Fig. 3. 
FIG. 3. Type V spreads of 17 for r = r, . 
Proof. Consider unordered triples (s, L, L’), where L and L’ are distinct 
lines which join A, to A,, and belong to spread s of IT. There must be (9 - 4)/2 
such triples, and certainly no spread in these triples has type IV. 
We claim that no spread in these triples has type I. There are nine lines in 
.ZJ which join A, to A, . Each of the nine type IV spreads of U contains such 
a line, and no such line can belong to two type IV spreads of U’. Each type IV 
spread of n contains a side of A, and a side of A, , so each line joining A, 
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to d,, meets a side of d, at a type IV spread. Therefore, no spread in a triple 
(s, L, L’) has type I. 
It now follows from Lemma 6.4 that the 18 triples (s, L, L’) arise only from 
the 18 type V spreads of L!. Therefore, the type V spreads of 17 contain two 
lines joining d, to d, , and they can have only the forms shown in Fig. 3. 
LEMMA 6.7. Nine type V spreads of 17 contain a line joining A, to A, , and 
nine type V spreads of I7 contain a line joining A, to A, . 
Proof. Consider triples (s, L, L’), where line L joins A, to A,, line L 
joins A,, to A,, and L and L’ belong to spread s of 17. There must be 81 
such triples, none arising from a type IV spread. 
Consider side ab of A,. It follows from Lemma 6.3 that ab has three 
type IV spreads containing a line joining c to A,, three type I spreads con- 
taining a line joining c to A, , and three type I spreads containing a line 
joining c to A, . The three spreads on ab which contain a line joining c to A, 
have two lines joining A,, to A,. Thus ab contributes six triples (s, L, L’). 
In fact, similar arguments show that each side of each triangle contributes 
six triples. Since a type I spread of Lr lies on exactly one line which is a side of 
a triangle, 72 triples arise from type I spreads. Therefore, exactly nine type V 
spreads of 17 contain a line joining A, to A, and a line joining A,, to A, _ 
By Lemma 6.6, the remaining nine type V spreads of IL7 must contain a line 
joining A, to A,, and a line joining A, to A, . 
Let ab n CO, ab n ~3, and ab n c6 be denoted by s,, , sQ , and ss, respec- 
tively. Since r is transitive on the lines joining A, to A,, , s, has type IV by (i) 
of Remark 6.1. Since (345) E N(r> and (678) E N(r), we may assume that 
the line of s, which joins A, to A, is 56. Hence we may now assume that 
s,, = {ab, CO, 12, 34, 56, 78). 
A routine computation using (6) establishes the following Lemma. 
09 
LEMMA 6.8. The possibilities for sQ , s,, which meet the requirement that 
-h 9 s3 3 6 s } be a consistent set of spreads are: 
{ab, ~3, 04, 57, 28, 16}, {ab, c6, 18, 24, 05, 37); 
{ab, c3, 57, 08, 26, 14}, {ab, c6, 04, 15, 28, 37); 
{ab, ~3, 24, 57, 18, 06}, (ab, ~6, 14, 25, 08, 37); 
{ab, c3, 05, 18, 27, 46}, {ab, c6, 03, 25, 17, 48); 
{ab, ~3, 15, 28, 07, 46}, {ab, ~6, 05, 13, 27, 48); 
{ab, c3, 25, 08, 17, 46}, {ab, c6, 15, 23, 07, 48). 
The action of r on spreads s, , s3 , and se determines the remaining spreads 
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on secants ab, bc, and ac. We now show that none of the possibilities listed 
in Lemma 6.8 can be extended to a consistent set of spreads for 17. 
LEMMA 6.9. If a0 n bl = t and a0 n b2 = t’, then the pair of spreads t, t’ 
must be one of the following: 
{aO, bl, c3, 28, 46, 57), (~0, b2, ~7, 14, 38, 56); 
{aO, bl, ~3, 28, 47, 56}, {aO, b2, c7, 14, 36, 581; 
(d, bl, ~8, 23, 46, 57}, (aO, b2, ~4, 17, 38, 56); 
(a0, bl, c8, 23, 47, 56}, (a0, b2, c4, 17, 36, SS}. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.6, t and t’ are type V spreads. Obviously, there are 
36 type V spreads containing a0 and bl and 36 type V spreads containing 
a0 and b2, where these spreads are not necessarily determined by points of 17. 
Since {CO, 56) C s,, and s,, is a type IV spread of 17, no image of this subset can 
be a subset of a type V spread of IT. This immediately eliminates 16 of the 
36 type V spreads containing a0 and bl and 16 of the 36 type V spreads 
containing a0 and b2 as possible spreads of IT. 
Since no element of T takes the unordered pair (a0, bl) to the unordered 
pair (~0, b2), t and t’ are not in the same T-orbit. Thus one of t and t’ con- 
tains a line joining c to A,, and the other contains a line joining c to A, , 
Spreads t and t’ each contain four subsets {L, L’}, where L joins A, to 
A, and L’ joins A, to A,. No such subset of t can be the image under the 
action of P of such a subset of t’. 
It is now a routine computation to establish the Lemma. 
We now use Lemmas 6.8 and 6.9 to observe that the set of spreads 
(sg , so, t, t’} cannot be consistent. Let 8 = (012) (345) (678) (a) (b) (c). If 
(~3, 57) C sg and (~6, 37) C sg , then 
(~3, ?7}, (~4, 36}, (~7, SS}, (~8, 64) p t or t’, (7) 
as these three latter sets are subsets of s3ti2, ssO, and s6f12, respectively. Similarly, 
if (~3, 46) C sg and (~6, 48) C s,, , then 
(~3, 46}, (~4, 58}, (~7, 36}, (~8, 57) p t or t’. (8) 
From (7) and (8) we see that {s 3 , ss , t, t’} cannot be a consistent spread 
set. 
7. J’, = <(012)(345>(678)(a)(b>o, (036>(147)(258)(a~cO)(c)) 
Here, we assume that T = r, = (A, e), where 
h = (036) (147) (258) (a) (b) (c) and 8 = (012) (345) (678) (a) (b) (c). 
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We partition GZ into triangles 
4 = {a, b, 4, 4, = (0, 3, 61, A, = (1, 4, 7}, and 4 = (2, 5, 81, 
and show that there is no consistent spread set for the spreads on the sides 
of d, . The present triangles d o1, d,, , d, , and d, do not form the same parti- 
tion as that of Section 6. As before, however, the elements of r permute the 
triangles, so spreads in the same r-orbit have the same type. 
Remark 7.1. It follows from Lemma 3.5 that the nine spreads on any side 
of d, form a single r-orbit. Therefore, these spreads have the same type. 
LEMMA 7.2. The spreads on the sides of A, have type II. 
Proof. Let L be a particular side of A, . There are nine pairs (s, L’) such 
that L’ belongs to spread s on L, and L’ is a side of A,, , A, , or A, . Therefore, 
it follows from Remark 7.1 that the spreads on L either all have type II or 
all have type Ha. 
To show that the spreads on the sides of A, do not have type IIa, we 
count unordered triples (s, M, M’), where distinct lines M and M’ belong 
to spread s on a side of A,, and M and M’ join the same pair of triangles. 
Since the spreads on a side of A, form a single r-orbit, it follows from 
Remark 3.6 that M and M’ cannot belong to the same r-orbit. Hence, given 
a line M which joins two triangles Ai and Aj , 0 < i # j < 2, there are only 
two choices for an M’ which joins Ai and Aj but does not belong to the r- 
orbit of M. However, M and M’ may not intersect at a spread on a side of 
A,. Therefore, there are at most (3 * 9 .2)/2 = 27 unordered triples (s, M, M’). 
Now let nrz and nil,, be the number of type II and type IIa spreads, respec- 
tively, on the sides of A,. The number of unordered triples (s, M, M’) is 
given by n,[ + 3n,,, , and nII + n,, = 27. Since 9 I nil and 9 1 nllo , nIIa = 0. 
l 
LEMMA 7.3. Each side of A, contains a spread of the form given in Fig. 4. 
Proof. Any side of A, meets the line determined by 0 and the third point of 
A, at some point which determines a spread s of 17. By Lemma 7.2, s has 
type II. 
It follows from Remark 3.6 that for 0 < i < 8, {3(iX), 6(ih2)} $ s. Hence 
{3(ih2), 6(ih)} C f s or some i # 0,3,6 and 0 < i < 8. 
Remark 7.4. The line ij of Fig. 4 cannot lie in the r-orbit of either line 
6(ih) or line 3(ih2), by Remark 3.6. 
Remark 7.5. If ij = 12, then any spread of the form shown in Fig. 4 has 
type IIa relative to the partition A,, (0, 1, 21, (3, 4, 51, and (6, 7, 81. An 
argument analogous to the proof of Lemma 7.2 shows this is not the case. 
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By using Remarks 7.4 and 7.5, one may check easily that the only possi- 
bilities for the ordered pair (i, j) of points i and j of Fig. 4 are 
(63 = (4, 8), (7, 5), (5, 7), or (824). (9) 
Suppose u, v, and w are spreads of the form given in Fig. 4, and suppose 
(i, j) = (4, 8), (7, 5), and (5, 7) for u, v, and W, respectively. Then 
(67, 31, 48, 25) C u, (61, 34, 75, 28) C v, and (68, 32, 57, 14) C W. (10) 
From (lo), note that (25, 67) C u, VA, and wf?. Hence no two of u, v, and w 
belong to n. Since there are only four possibilities in (9), there is no consis- 
tent spread set for the spreads on the sides of d, . 
v \ \ ,’ Aa 
x 0 
/ \ 
/ ’ \ \ 
6 --- 3 
I 3 
ih --- ih2 
\ / 
\ / 
\ 1 
FIG. 4. Type II spread on a side of A,, , r = rd. 
8. r, = ((abc)(O12)(345)(678), (036)(147)(258)(a)(b)(c)) 
In this final section, we assume that l’ = r, = <A, e), where 
A = (036) (147) (258) (a) (b) (c) and 8 = (abc) (012) (345) (678). Let 1Zarc d 
be partitioned, as in Section 7, into triangles 
4, = la, b, cl, 4, = (0, 3, 61, 4 = (1, 4, 71, and A, = (2, 5, 81, 
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so that spreads in the same r-orbit have the same type. We show that no 
consistent spread set for the spreads on the sides of A, exists. 
LEMMA 8.1. All sides of A, contain the same number of spreads of a given 
type, and each side contains three A-orbits of length 3, namely: 
(i) two orbits of type I spreads and one of type IV spreads, or 
(ii) three orbits of type II spreads, or 
(iii) one orbit of type I spreads, one of type II spreads, and one of type III 
spreadr. 
Proof. Choose a side L of A,, and let L, , Lll, LIIa , L,,, , and LIy be 
the number of spreads of type J, II, Ha, III, and IV, respectively, on L. 
Since 8 cyclically permutes the sides of A,, these numbers do not depend on 
the choice of L. Of course, 
9 = L, -I- LII f LI,, + Lm -k L,, . (11) 
By counting in two ways the pairs (s, L’), where L’ belongs to spread s on 
L, and L’ is a side of A, , A, , or A, , we find that 
9 = L, i- LII, -I- 2&N i- 3L,, . (12) 
Consider unordered triples (t, M, M’), where M and M’ are distinct 
lines belonging to a spread t on a side of A, , and M and M’ join the same 
pair of triangles. By Lemma 3.5 and Remark 3.6, M and M’ cannot belong 
to the same h-orbit, so counting triples (t, M, M’) in two ways gives 
27 b 3(L1 + L,, + 3L1,,). (13) 
Since, by Lemma 3.5, h fixes no spreads on the sides of A,, 3 must divide 
all the parameters. This fact and (1 l), (12), and (13) yield cases (i), (ii), and 
(iii). 
For 0 < i ,( 8, let si be the spread determined by the point ab n ci. 
Spreads s, , s1 , and s2 lie in separate X-orbits, so that all spreads on ab can be 
determined from these three. N(r) contains h and (012) (345) (678), which 
fixes a, b, and c and cyclically permutes sets A,, , A,, and A, . By Remark 3.4, 
we may assume that s,-, is a type IV spread in case (i) and a type I spread in 
case (iii). Of course, s,, is a type II spread in case (ii). 
We now rule out each of the three cases given in the Lemma. We handle 
case (i) by counting arguments. In cases (ii) and (iii), we show that the set of 
spreads (s, , s1 , sz} cannot be consistent. 
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Case (i). Each side of A,, contains two h-orbits of type I spreads and one 
h-orbit of type IV spreads. 
Spread s,, by assumption is a type IV spread. Certainly s,, belongs to a 
r-orbit of length 9. 
Suppose L and L’ are sides of different triangles. By counting triples 
(s, L, L’), where s is a spread of 17 containing L and L’, we see that L n L’ is 
a point in the orbit of s0 . It follows that IT contains nine type IV spreads and 
72 type I spreads. All other spreads -in 17 have type V, VI, or VII. 
Let nI , nIy , n, , nvI , and nvII be the numbers of spreads in 17 of types I, 
IV, V, VI, and VII, respectively. We have found that 
nI = 72, nlv = 9, and so nv $ nvI $ nVII = 18. (14) 
By counting unordered triples (s, L, L’), where s is a spread of 17 con- 
taining distinct lines L and L’ which join the same pair of triangles, we find 
that 
nI + 2nv + 6n vI = (;) * 9 - 4/2 = 108. (15) 
By counting unordered triples (s, L, L’), where s is a spread of D containing 
lines L and L’ which join the triangles in pairs, we find that 
2nI -I- nlv i- 5nv + 9nv, + 3nv11 = 6) . 9 . 9 = 486. (16) 
However, (14), (15), and (16) produce a contradiction. 
Case (ii). Each side of A, contains three h-orbits of type II spreads. 
Since X fixes all four triangles, spreads in the same h-orbit on ab are asso- 
ciated with the same pair of triangles. 
Remark 8.2. Spreads in different h-orbits on ab must be associated with 
different pairs of triangles for the following reason. For each pair (Aj , AJ, 
0 <j # k < 2, there are nine pairs (si , L), where 0 < i < 8, L E si , and 
L joins d, to Ak . 
Since (ab) (36) (48) (57) (12) E N(r), we may assume that s0 - (A,, A,). 
Then by Remark 8.2, s1 - (A,, A,) and s2 - (d, , A,,). The forms of s, , 
s1 , and sz are given in Fig. 5. 
We may make some .further assumptions about s,, . Since (147) (285) E N(r), 
we may assume that 
31 ESO, and so, by Remark 3.6, 67~s~. (17) 
From Fig. 5 and (17), we see that one of 42, 45, and 48 belongs to s0 and 
that one belongs to s, . Suppose, for the moment, that 48 E s,, , so 48 $ s1 . If 
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45 ES, , then 72 E s1 , contradicting (48)A = 72 E s,J. Therefore, 42 E s, and 
hence 78 E s1 . This contradicts a consequence of (17), that (42, 78) C ~8. 
Therefore, 48 4 s, , so either 42 ES, or 45 ES,, . Since (36) (17) (25) E N(r), 
we may assume that in fact, 42 E s0 . This assumption and (17) yield 
so = {ub, CO, 31, 67, 42, 58). (18) 
We proceed to determine the lines in s, . 
a-b 
‘1 / 
\ I 
c 
x 
0 
/ \ 
/ \ 
3 --- 6 
tf 
-- \ / \ / x d// \‘i 
SO 
FIG. 5. Spreads 
I Aa 
I 
A0 
1 
41 
1 
A2 
aT-?b \ 1 c 
x 
I Aa 
1 
/ \ 
/ \ 
-- 
rl 
1 
At 
-- 
1 / 
\ / 
x 
1 
A2 
/ \ 
I/ 1 
Ao 
Sl 
s, , s, , and s, for l-=1 
We claim that of the possibilities 42,45, and 48, line 45 E sl. By (18), 42 $ sl. 
Suppose 48 ES, . Then 75 E s1 , so (75) X2 = 42 E sIhz = s, . This contradicts 
the fact that 42 E s,, . Therefore, 
45ES,, and so 72~s~. (19) 
From (19) and Fig. 5, we see that either 80, 83, or 86 belongs to sI . We 
claim that 86 E s, . Consider the spread s.#, which is associated with (d, ,A,). 
By Remark 3.6, either (31, 67}, (34, 61}, or (37, 64) C s@. By (18), (31, 67) @ 
s&I. As a consequence of (19), (34, 61) C s,B2. Therefore, (37, 64) C s,B. This 
means that 83 = (64) 0-l E s2 and 80 = (37) PX E sg . Consequently, 86 E s1 . 
This fact and (19) give 
s, = {ub, cl, 45, 72, 86, 03). (20) 
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Now consider the lines of s2. In the process of deriving sl, we have just 
shown that (37, 64) C s,B. Therefore, 
((37) d-l, (64) O-l} = (56, 83) C s2 . (21) 
From Fig. 5 and (21), we see that either 01, 04, or 07 E s2 . By (18), (31) AZ = 
07~s,and(67)h=Ol~s,. Therefore, 04 E s2 , and this fact together with 
(21) yields 
s2 = {ah, ~2, 83, 56, 04, 17). (22) 
From (22), ((83) BP, (17) 0X2} = (31, 58} C s,BX2. This contradicts (18). 
Case (iii). Each side of A, contains one h-orbit of type I spreads, one of 
type II spreads, and one of type III spreads. 
Consider spread s,, , which, without loss of generality, we assume to have 
type I. It follows from Remark 3.6 that the lines of s,, which join A, to A, are 
not in the same A-orbit. Since (12) (45) (78) (ab) E N(r), we may assume that 
s, contains a line which joins point 6 to A, . Hence s,, has the form shown in 
Fig. 6. Since (147) (285) E N(r), we may assume that in fact, 61 E s,, . 
Fig. 6 shows that either 32, 35, or 38 E s,, . We claim we may assume that 
aT--7b 
\ 
’ /I \ 
\ ’ 
c 
1: 0 
/ \ 
/ \ 
FIG. 6. Spread s, for r = r, , case (iii). 
35 E s,, . Suppose, instead, that 32 E s, . Then 48 E s, and (32, 48, 61) C s, . 
Hence ((32) A82, (48) M2} = (48, 61) C s&P, which contradicts (48, 61) C s, . 
While either 35 or 38 may belong to s,, , these possibilities are equivalent, as 
(ab) (36) (187245) E N(r). We assume 35 E s,, , so 
s,, = {ab, CO, 61, 36, 42, 78). cw 
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In light of (23), the type II spreads on ab cannot be associated with (A, , A,), 
as this would contradict the fact that there are nine pairs (si , L), where 
O<i<8,L~~~,andLjoinsd,tod,. 
Suppose, for the moment, that s, has type II. Since s1 - (A, , A,,), there is a 
u E A,, such that 42~ E s1 . Then it follows from Remark 3.6 that 7(vX3 E s1 . 
If v = 3, then (43, 70) C s, . This contradicts a consequence of (23), that 
((78) X2fJ2, (42) A282} = (43, 70) C sr,A2e2. Hence u # 3. On the other hand, if 
u is either 0 or 6, then the h-orbit of either 40 or 7(0X2), respectively, contains 
61. This cannot occur, as 61 ES, . Therefore, s, must have type III. 
Now consider s, , which must have type II. Since s2 must be associated 
with (A,, A,), it has the form shown in Fig. 7, and there is a w E A, such 
Spread q 
a-b \ / c 
x 2 
/ \ 
/ \ *2 -- 
tl 
1 
-- \ d *o 
x 
I 
I *I 
Spread’s2 
FIG. 7. Spreads s, and se for r = T, , case (iii). 
that 5~ E s2 . By Remark 3.6, 8(wX2) ES:!. In fact, w = 6, because neither 
5~ nor 8(wX2) may lie in the h-orbit of 35 E s, . Hence (56, 83) C s2 , and either 
01, 04, or 07 E s2. However, 04 $ sp , because 04 = (61)X E s,X. If 07 E sp , 
then (56, 07) C s2, which contradicts the consequence of (23), that 
((61) h2P, (42) X2e2} = (56, 07) C s,J282. Hence 01 E s2 , and 
s2 = {ub, ~2, ,56, 83, 01, 47). (24) 
Finally, consider s, , which is a type III spread whose form is shown in 
Fig. 7. Lines 46 and 48 do not belong to any h-images of s, and s2, so they 
must intersect ub at spreads which are h-images of s, , namely s1 , s, , and 
+ . Certainly 46 and 48 do not belong to sp = s,X, however. 
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Assume, for the moment, that 48 E s, . Then 46 $ s, or s, , so 46 ES, ; 
hence (46) h = 70 E s1 . Fig. 7 shows that then 36 E x1, so (48, 70, 36) C s, . 
This contradicts a consequence of (24), that ((56) 82, (47) P> = (48,361 C s,P. 
Hence 48 # s, ; instead, 48 E s, , so 46 E s, and either 72, 75, or 78 ES, . Since 
78 E s0 and 75 = (42)X E s,J, 72 E s, . Therefore, 
s1 = {ab, cl, 46, 03, 72, SS}. (25) 
From (25), (64, 58) Cs, , which contradicts a consequence of (24), that 
((83)8, (47)8} = (64, 58) C s,B. This completes the proof of the following 
theorem. 
THJZOREM 8.3. No projective plane of order 10 has a collineation group of 
order 9 whichfixes a 1Zarc as a set. 
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